THAILAND MINE ACTION CENTER

Impact Survey

- 934 contaminated areas
- 2,557 square kilometers
- 534 communities
- 27 provinces
- 504,303 people
PLAN
MINE CLEARANCE

- Area Reduction
- Improve Effectiveness

Purposes

1. To record, mark and gather sufficient mines information
2. To reduce and recheck
3. To gather and recheck the information
4. To reduce the threat
Objectives
1. To gather absolute and sufficient information
2. To recheck the size of the contaminated areas
3. To increase the saved lands for the people
4. To be used as Pilot Project

Method
Method

Method
**Improve Effectiveness**

Workshop to modify SOPs lead to Thai Mine Action Standards

**Progress**

- April 2005
  - Cleared 3,548,808 sq.m.
  - Handed over 2,697,690
TMAC – JAHDS

• Sdok Kok Thom Castle
• Khao Phra Viharn Castle

TMAC – GCCF

• Khok Sa Bang
TMAC – PRC

• Bilateral Cooperation

Future Plan

Priority of Future Plan
- Reorganize TMAC Public Organization
- Effective Mine Clearance